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PAUL 

Early 20’s Male 

JO 

Early 20’s Male 

PETE 

Early 20’s Male 

WOMAN 

Fifty year old stripper. 

MAYOR 

Late 70’s 

ANNE 

50’s 

BILL 

50’s 

ALANNAH  

30’s 

TRAMP 

60’s 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST 

50’s 

POLICE MAN 

40’s 



ACT ONE SCENE ONE 

The first scene sees a woman setting up a tripod and then stripping in front of it. Two blokes 
walk by and notice. 

PAUL: What’s she doing? 

JO: She does this every day. 

PAUL: Is she a stripper? 

JO: They say she records it for the cloud. 

PAUL: Who’s on the cloud? 

JO: Whoever’s watching. 

PAUL: Who is watching? 

JO: I have no idea - do you? 

PAUL: How often does she do it? 

JO: Everyday. 

PAUL: Has she had any luck yet? 

JO: She was the double for a Bond girl. 

PAUL: And what’s a double? 

JO: You know what a double is? 

PAUL: No I don’t. 

JO: Surely? A double is an actor or media figure that resembles a real life person. 

PAUL: How? 

JO: They make the actor look like the double through camera angles, body language and hair 
cuts. 

PAUL: And she’s a double for a Bond movie? 

JO: Yes. 

PAUL: Which Bond movie? 

JO: The first Tom Hiddlestone one. 



PAUL: And who played the double? 

JO: Penelope Cruz. 

PAUL: Amazing. How did she get that role? 

JO: Through filming strip teases on her phone. 

PAUL: Does she send it to someone? 

JO: No, she just expects that someone monitors her phone. 

PAUL: Who’s watching? 

JO: The security services? The movie directors? The media? The nerds at the computer store? 
I don’t know, do you? 

PAUL: So, she’s like the Penelope Cruz of Musings? 

JO: Exactly. 

(The woman notices them watching and starts screaming) 

STRIPPER: Fuck off you creepy little perverts. How dare you watch me perform. (The blokes 
start to run off ‘sorry!’) If I see you another time, I’m calling the police. Piss off. 



ACT ONE SCENE TWO 

The MAYOR gives a speech. The majority of THE CROWD have their phones out filming or 
recording. 

MAYOR: Welcome, great to see all of you. I’ve got good news. I’m proud to declare that 
Musings’ has managed to cut carbon emissions ahead of the Paris Treaty schedule. We’ve 
reduced Carbon emissions by 70% in the last 2 decades. In 6 months, every vehicle in 
Musings will be electric. We’ve gone from being the Capital’s most polluted town to being 
it’s cleanest. How marvellous! It is the duty of our generation to make sure we prevent the 
arrival of an uninhabitable planet for future generations. I’m well aware of the aspiration to 
live comfortably, the wish to ignore global warming, the urge to switch off the telly when 
seeing the flooding of England’s rivers, to avoid the conversation when your daughter 
mentions veganism. Yes, we’ve all enjoyed comfort from a previous age. A planet where the 
truth of climate disaster was hidden from our television sets and cinema screens. The post 
War generation aimed to achieve social liberty and upward mobilisation. Climate change was 
never part of the conversation. And yet, the science shows we must make ethical changes to 
protect our planet. Some might say you do not care for nature. Well then, make changes for 
your children and grandchildren. If you do not care for them and the future harmony of 
society then be ready to face the opposition of your present society. Friends, comrades, 
brothers and sisters, we will not be the generation of Abraham. (Slowly) We will not sacrifice 
our children’s planet, for our delusions of post War luxury. 

Massive round of applause as he walks stage right he is approached for pictures and selfies 
with all of the audience. He obliges and makes a big grin through all of it. He greets his 
daughter ANNE with her husband BILL stage right. As he goes and talks to his Daughter and 
BILL THE CROWD continue to film and text. 

ANNE: Oh well done Daddy fantastic speech. 

MAYOR: Thank you Anne, Bill good to see you. 

BILL: Good to see you. Very good speech. It reminded me of one by comrade Lenin. 

MAYOR: Oh really which ones that? 

BILL: I’m not sure. 

MAYOR: Well, any time I’m able to give these democrats a sense of duty and direction is a 
moment worth cherishing. I would like Musings to make an example for the rest of the world. 
Which reminds me, Anne and Bill, it is time to discontinue the Mini Cooper - I’m not saying 
get rid of it - I’m just asking that you stop using it. 

BILL: With all due respect comrade, that is a 1960’s Mini Cooper. The same model from the 
Italian Job. 

MAYOR: I was born on the exact same day as Michael Caine. We’re like twins. On behalf of 
Mr Caine please get rid of the car – it’s the last petrol car in all of Musings. Make petrol 
extinct to ensure our survival. You understand the science, don’t you? And surely you 



understand that through connection to me you are individuals of great publicity and 
responsibility. 

ANNE: But Dad! 

MAYOR: Anne if it is Michael Caine that you will miss then I will give him a call and we 
can get you two some signed copies of the Italian Job. Hell, I might even get him to meet you 
in Musings. 

BILL: Really? 

MAYOR: By my word. 

BILL: Great, we’ll discuss it. 

ANNE: Yes of course. 

MAYOR: Excellent. Thank you. Now, excuse me I have an allotment to open. 

MAYOR leaves and some of THE CROWD disperse with the MAYOR off stage. Two 
Journalists continue watching. 

BILL: We’re not getting rid of that car. 

ANNE: What about what Dad just said? 

BILL: Fuck your dad you’re your own person. We have our own life. It’s time to grow up 
and make your own decisions. 

ANNE: I’ve heard you say this before. I think this time it might be right to follow everyone 
else. 

BILL: Love, it’s not about the car. It’s about independence. It’s about sovereignty. It’s about 
freedom. It’s about justice. Aren’t you tired of being controlled by someone twice your age? 

ANNE: But what about the environment? 

BILL: In the 19th century the Thames froze over and everyone went ice skating, that hasn’t 
happened yet? No. Is it going to happen? We don’t know. There have been fluctuations in the 
environment throughout history. 

ANNE: But these fluctuations are caused through carbon pollution? 

BILL: (constantly looking at the Journalists) Maybe… maybe… but how about this: we’re 
witnessing another form of historical global warming and we’re sacrificing our freedom for 
it? On your death bed do you think that you’ll regret surrendering your most cherished 
possessions for the good of your Dad? 

ANNE: But I’m not giving up any of my cherished possessions? 



BILL: Yes you are? You’re giving up the car? 

ANNE: That’s one of your cherished possessions… 

BILL: And I’m your husband. 

ANNE: And I’m your wife. 

BILL: So, we need to build our own life. And find our own justice. Like all good marriages. 



ACT ONE SCENE THREE 

PAUL and JO are at an open mic session waiting at the side of the stage. They are wearing 
Adidas zip ups with Levis’ and Adidas gazelles. 

PAUL (reading off of his phone): Mayor encourages Ann to give up her Mini Cooper. 

JO: That fucking mini cooper. 

PAUL: Innit, just get rid of the fucking thing. 

JO: How you feeling for this evening? 

PAUL: Nervous. 

JO: Don’t be you’re a star. 

PAUL: What you drinking? 

JO: Budweiser. 

PAUL: Obviously. 

JO: How is your hair styled? 

PAUL: VO5 wax. 

JO: Rugby or Football? 

PAUL: Football. 

JO: Who do you support? 

PAUL: Chelsea. 

JO: Whose God? 

PAUL: God doesn’t exist. 

JO: Whose God? 

PAUL: Kendrick Lamar and Alex Turner. 

JO: What’s your local? 

PAUL: The Rocket. 

JO: Xbox or Playstation? 

PAUL: Xbox 



JO: Glastonbury or Boomtown? 

PAUL: Glastonbury. 

JO: Subway or KFC? 

PAUL: Subway. Lowe it man stop with the questions. 

JO: Bro you have got this! 

PAUL goes on stage there are about 4 people in the audience. 

PAUL: Hi my name is Paul I’m going to play you a cover of the Bob Dylan song Don’t Think 
Twice. 

PAUL plays perfectly. In the middle of the track he tries to whistle against the mic, he catches 
the eye of Jo and he starts laughing. One of the audience members, a tramp, heckles. 

Tramp: DON’T LAUGH WHEN YOUR ON STAGE. 

JO starts laughing even more. During the performance THE CROWD that had been 
following the MAYOR start filming PAUL as he is playing. PAUL addresses them. 

PAUL: Excuse me why are you filming me? 

THE CROWD run off stage. The audience turn around and there’s no one about. Fan comes 
up to him after. 

Fan: I’m sorry I had to take a video, your incredible. You sound like Prince or Ian Curtis. I 
think you’re going to be a star. 

PAUL: Errr I wasn’t actually talking about you but cheers! 

JO: Bro you’ve got a free drink what do you want? 

PAUL: Budweiser. 

They sit down at one of the tables. The tramp walks up to them. 

TRAMP: NEVER EVER LAUGH WHEN YOUR PERFORMING. 

PAUL: Alright cheers mate! 

TRAMP: Good. 

JO: Fucking heck. After you’ve made it you won’t need to deal with this bullshit. 

PAUL: How did that go? 



JO: Mate call the record label. Get the fucking contract. You’re excellent. 

PAUL: That’s the dream my friend. 

JO: Tell me who do you wanna be? 

PAUL: David Bowie or Alex Turner. 

JO: So that’s why your smoking after breakfast. 

PAUL: Exactly. 

JO: Does it make you feel like David Bowie? 

PAUL: It has nothing to do with how I feel and everything to do with how I seem. 

JO: If it doesn’t make you feel like David Bowie you probably won’t have the confidence to 
act like David Bowie. 

PAUL: But the confidence stems from perception. 

JO: Okay but confidence is prolonged through performance, if you’re adopting props which 
hinder performance then you’re failing to accurately represent the goal - the goal being to 
become Alex Turner or David Bowie. 

PAUL: Perception is everything. 

JO: Good perception is founded on confidence and ability. 

As they’re talking THE CROWD creep back onto stage with all their phone camera’s and 
recorders. 

PAUL: Fucking heck their back. 

JO: Whose back? 

PAUL: These lot? Excuse me what are you doing? 

THE CROWD say nothing and keep filming and recording. 

PAUL: Hi I’m talking to you! Tell me what are you doing? 

Still no reply. 

PAUL: Say something then? Leave me alone. 

No reply. 

PAUL: FUCK OFF! 



JO: Bro calm down. 

PAUL: This fucking mob keeps filming me. 

JO: Aren’t you used to it? 

PAUL: Used to what? 

JO: Surveillance? 

PAUL: Why would I have got used to surveillance? 

JO: Because you’re always under surveillance? 

PAUL: What are you talking about? 

JO: Surely you know? 

PAUL: Know what? 

JO: You’re a star mate. 

PAUL: That’s the dream. 

JO: No, bro, you’re the star of Musings. 

PAUL: That’s kind of you but what do you mean? 

JO: You’ve been the star of Musings since you were born. 

PAUL: Why are you talking like a fool? Have they put something in your drink? 

JO: Wait didn’t you have any clue? 

PAUL: About what? 

JO: Bro, your Musings most famous double. You’re being played by all the greats, Di Caprio, 
Brad Pitt, Daniel Craig. 

PAUL: I have no idea what you’re on about. 

JO: Have you never noticed the world finding out about everything that you do? 

PAUL: Are you talking metaphorically? 

JO: No. I’m saying that everything that you do is being monitored by this crowd and being 
published and translated in to all forms of media, language, film and advertisement. 

PAUL: You’re senseless. 



JO: This is Musings bro this is what happens. 

PAUL: Why me? 

JO: It’s quite a long story. 

PAUL: And how about you? Whose your double? 

JO: I’m sometimes cast as the loyal companion, but generally it’s Pete playing that role. 

PAUL: So I’m the protagonist, and everyone that I engage with in normal life gets selected 
for films and television programmes? 

JO: And language games, and pictures, and memes, and podcasts. You’re the source of the 
English Language. In Musing’s most people get made into doubles. 

PAUL: And Pete does he know about it? 

JO: I don’t know. 

PAUL: Why didn’t anyone tell me? 

JO: It would’ve been awkward. 

PAUL: Well now it’s fucking awkward isn’t it. 

JO: It’s a good thing no? You’re famous! 

PAUL: You’re telling me I’ve been followed my entire life, and no one’s told me. And that 
I’m the muse, or the “double” (gives quotation marks), for the most famous of Hollywood 
actors. I’m bound to be a little sceptical. Why would they choose me? 

JO: I don’t know your good at it? 

PAUL: Does Jenny know about it? 

JO: Almost certainly. 

PAUL: How? 

JO: Because she LOVES cinema. 

PAUL: Is that why she loves me? 

JO: I don’t know. 

PAUL: Whose her double? 

JO: I’m not gonna say. 



PAUL: Go on, we’ve got this far, tell me. 

JO: Anne Hathaway. 

PAUL: FUCKING HELL, your joking. 

JO: And Jennifer Lawrence, and Emma Stone. 

PAUL: You’re telling me that my girlfriend is played by all of my fantasies? 

JO: Hey don’t say that about Jenny. 

PAUL: Bruv, she’s great - but she’s not Jennifer Lawrence? 

JO: That’s not what Hollywood thinks of Musings. They think, that Jennifer Lawrence is the 
Musings Jenny. You need to think of Musings as a microcosm for liberal Western society. 
It’s like Springfield in the Simpsons. 

PAUL: (turning to THE CROWD) Is this true? Is Musings a microcosm for liberal Western 
society? Is my girlfriend Jennifer Lawrence? Am I the double of Brad Pitt? (THE CROWD 
stay silent and keep filming) GO ON TELL ME! GIVE ME A FUCKING EXPLANATION! 
I’M PAYING YOU ENOUGH AREN’T I? I’M MAKING ALL OF YOU RICH! 

JO: Don’t bother, it’s no use. They won’t speak. They don’t speak. They just follow, adapt, 
frame and represent. 

PAUL: GO ON FUCKING SAY SOMETHING YOU FUCKING COWARDS. (PAUL runs 
up with his fist pulled THE CROWD move back in formation) 

JO: (restraining PAUL) DON’T HIT THEM IT WILL JUST MAKE EVERYTHING 
WORSE. 

PAUL: (shouting at THE CROWD) FUCK OFF FUCK OFF FUCK OFF! 



ACT ONE SCENE FOUR 

ANNE and BILL sit outside the café. 

ANNE: It’s quite cold today. 

BILL: So much for global warming. 

ANNE: Do you think? 

BILL: Do you like the sun? 

ANNE: I suppose. 

BILL: So maybe global warming’s a good thing. 

ANNE: Do you not believe in the science? 

BILL: (looking at THE CROWD) I’m starting to believe the scientists aren’t always right. I 
think they might have overexaggerated this climate change thing. 

(THE CROWD look increasingly interested more join) 

ANNE: Surely not? 

BILL: We’ve had enough of being told what to do don’t you think? 

ANNE: I’m not sure we’ve been told enough of what to do? I spent most of my life without 
concern for the environment. 

BILL: (staring at THE CROWD) Exactly - you used the word concern. We don’t need 
concern. We need things that feel good. Pleasure. Not concern. Life’s miserable enough 
without concerns. 

ANNE: Why are you saying that? Life is good. Great even. 

BILL: You’re starting to sound like your old man. 

ANNE: I’m his Daughter? 

BILL: You’re also an individual. 

ANNE: What does that mean? 

BILL: You should do something for yourself once in a while. It might make you happy. 

ANNE: I’m already happy. You just said that life was miserable. 

BILL: (staring at THE CROWD) Can I have another coffee please? 



(Waitress walks through with coffee pot) 

ANNE: Hello! I’m over here! 

BILL: Oops sorry! 

The MAYOR walks through with a large crowd of people following, they then join the other 
crowd. 

MAYOR: Here she is my lovely Anne! 

ANNE: Daddy. 

BILL: (anxiously) Ha-ha-ha-hallo! How are you? 

MAYOR: Great thanks, I’ve just been talking with the PM about how to face the cybercrime 
pandemic. It appears we’re undergoing the biggest upheaval of the police since the time of 
Robert Peel! Can you imagine! 

BILL: Yes yes Robert Peel! (shaking and drinking the coffee cup) 

MAYOR: Right, now tell me Anne what have you decided to do with your Mini? 

ANNE: We’re still talking about it. 

MAYOR: Sweetheart this is non-negotiable. We’ve nearly made it. Everyone in Musings is 
driving electric. This moment will be euphoric. 

ANNE: What do you think Bill? 

BILL: Ahh! We’ll need to do some talking about it. 

MAYOR: Excellent. Okay I’ll see you to soon. I’m expecting that phone call don’t disappoint 
me. 

MAYOR leaves then most of THE CROWD leave with him but some of them stay. 

BILL: How could you embarrass me like that? 

ANNE: What are you talking about? 

BILL: We agreed that we’re keeping that car. 

ANNE: But didn’t you hear what he said? 

BILL: Haven’t you heard what I’ve said before? You were trying to embarrass me in front of 
him weren’t you. 

ANNE: No. I was just following his argument. 



BILL: Please don’t embarrass me like that and don’t undermine me in front of your Dad. It 
makes everyone look bad, not just me. Think how it makes our marriage look. 

ANNE: I’m sorry. 



ACT ONE SCENE FIVE 

JO and PAUL are walking past, The Stripper is doing another strip tease for her camera. She 
goes to shout at the two lads but when she sees THE CROWD she starts dancing for them 
and they applaud and cheer. 

JO: Look she’s doing it again. 

PAUL: SHUT THE CURTAINS! 

STRIPPER: OI I FUCKING TOLD YOU TO PISS OFF YOU PERV- (she is cut off midway 
through after seeing all the camera’s and note pad) – Oh hi guys! How you doing today? 
Shall I give you a song, I’ve got my guitar. (She talks while swaying her body side to side and 
dancing she is met with cheers and applauds) 

JO: She plays your double girlfriend for one of the Bond movies. 

PAUL: How? I’ve never seen her in my life. 

JO: It doesn’t matter. You both live in Musings, that’s enough to give creative licence for 
romances, affairs, rivalries, duels, murders, adventures, charges of racism. 

PAUL: Surely that’s libellous? 

JO: You’re the double so it’s pretty hard to establish the connection, nonetheless, everyone 
will assume the Journalist, meme maker or director’s framing your life. Also it’s generally 
considered a great thing to be framed in the films. 

PAUL: Fair, but beyond the films? The constant surveillance? The monitoring of every 
wanking thought – 

JO: And we know everything about your wanking habits. 

(THE CROWD turn around and start writing and filming furiously) 

PAUL: Brilliant. And then what happens if I’m not happy about the way I’m cast in a 
television series? Are you expected to adopt the characteristic of the actor in the 
performance? 

JO: I suppose. So much of how we understand the world is through image making. If you 
ascribe a double with character very often you will offer a more powerful insight, however 
fictitious, towards their lives than any of their friends and family, and consequently they will 
live accordingly towards the images on the screen. 

PAUL: Meaning that the people of Musings adapt towards the latest article, television series 
or film? 

JO: Which is what the majority of humanity do after consuming media. 

PAUL: And have I ever been framed as something obnoxious - something evil? 



JO: Er… Borderline. 

PAUL: What. Where? 

JO: The response was pretty tough. The writer lost a massive amount of credibility. 

PAUL: Are they still working? 

JO: Yes. 

PAUL: Where? 

JO: Netflix. 

PAUL: Great! 



ACT ONE SCENE SIX 

JO and PAUL go and visit PETE. 

PAUL: Pete have you heard all this nonsense about Musings? 

PETE: What nonsense? 

PAUL: About Musings? That we’re the town of doubles? 

PETE: What does that mean? 

PAUL: That the people of quotidian and prosaic Musings act as the omnipresent other, the 
muse, the double for language games, video games, actors, speeches, advertisements – all 
forms of communication. 

PETE: That’s absurd. 

PAUL: And get this, Jo tells me that I’m the protagonist double. 

PETE: You what(er)!? 

PAUL: Apparently I’m the double for the lead character in all the language games, video 
games, speeches and advertisements. 

PETE: You’re telling me you're famous? 

PAUL: Apparently so. 

PETE: Then why have you been spending all your time trying to become a Rock and Roll 
star? 

PAUL: Because I’m good at it. 

PETE: Then why don’t they cast you in one of the films? Why do you have to have a double? 

PAUL: Because I’m not just someone being cast into a film. I’m someone being monitored, 
day after day, my heart rate, my breathing pattern, my Freudian slips, my body language - all 
of its being monitored. 

PETE: By who? 

PAUL: By The Crowd (PAUL gestures then THE CROWD come through with their mobile 
phones). Are you telling me that you’ve never noticed The Crowd? 

PETE: Come to think of it I’ve never noticed the crowd. 

JO: They’ve been following you your entire life. They’re following everyone in Musings. I’m 
sorry, I thought you would have known. 



PETE: They’re not following me. 

PAUL: Yes they are. Look. (THE CROWD enter the stage or they disperse from the PAUL’s 
crowd to follow PETE) 

PETE: Yikes, look at them. And so they follow me everywhere? 

PAUL: I’m just coming to terms with it, but I think so. 

PETE: Even when I’m sleeping. 

PAUL: If you're phones nearby. 

PETE: Are they obedient? 

PAUL: Find out. Ask them to leave. 

PETE: Excuse me folks, do you mind giving me and my brother a moment to have a private 
discussion. 

THE CROWD do nothing and continue writing and filming. 

PETE: Look guys, just gives us 10 minutes then you’re welcome to rejoin. 

Again THE CROWD do nothing and continue writing and filming. 

PETE: Look seriously, just fuck off for a minute. 

THE CROWD do nothing and continue writing and filming. 

PETE: FUCK OFF! 

THE CROWD start typing and filming faster. PETE runs at them. They disperse as if they are 
the Matador in a bull fight. PETE should run towards them three times. 

PETE: FUCKING COME HERE THEN. 

JO: It’s no use. Violence will just attract more attention. 

PETE: Your fucking kidding me I’m not living with these fuckers. 

PAUL: Well look how many more I have to live with. 

PETE: FUCK OFF. LEAVE HIM ALONE. 

THE CROWD don’t react. 

PETE: THIS IS MY FUCKING BROTHER. GIVE HIM HIS PRIVACY. PISS OFF! 

THE CROWD don’t react. 



PETE: Mate what are you going to do? 

PAUL: Try and understand what’s going on. 

PETE: You’re saying that we’ve been followed our entire lives? 

PAUL: Apparently. 

PETE: You say they’ve been following Musings our entire lives? 

PAUL: And before we were born. 

PETE: How did we never notice? 

PAUL: Because we were distracted living our own lives. Little did we know everyone was 
distracting themselves watching our lives. 

JO: They say that at first it was just a fun language game. Musing became the spatial 
equivalent of the royal family. It became fun to make English characters the archetypes of the 
English language. For Americans it was authentic, exotic and less controversial then casting 
Americans. Then, as the Internet emerged the game got more and more intense. Stories that 
were previously shared through rumour and illusion became acquired through phone hacking 
and remote access tools. Everyone’s phone became a radio or a film camera. Even if you 
weren’t carrying yours, someone would have theirs, and, through that smart phone, 
information about the people of Musings got communicated to Billions over social media 
sites or phones throughout the world’s internet networks, eventually getting converted into 
gold through film, music and podcasts. It’s uncontrollable and the level of insight is 
magnifying and increasing with the adoption of new technologies. 

PAUL: And so how do we protect ourselves? 

JO: I’m not sure. 

PAUL: This sounds Orwellian. 

JO: In part yes but also in part no. If you realise that your life will be amplified through 
mainstream media you have the opportunity to make real change, so long as doubling doesn’t 
lead towards the deterioration of your mind and body. 

PAUL: How often does that happen? 

JO: More often than one might think. It can be a battle of entropy. Have you heard of Coral 
Merit? 

PAUL: Of course. 

JO: She was inspired by a Musings double called Alannah, who as a teenager created social 
media accounts protesting the flooding of Bangladesh. At one moment she was the most 
famous woman in Musings. 



PAUL: How famous? 

JO: Tens of thousands of social media followers… nothing in comparison to Coral Merit. 
Alannah became a double that started being cast in films as the child prophet with iron 
determination to keep global warming below 2 degrees. People forget how little climate 
change was discussed before Coral Merit and Extinction Rebellion. Even in Musings 
everyone thought Alannah was crazy. She walked around with home-made clothes and a 
shaved head. She was true to her principles and her principles were built on morals. They 
caught the attention of the media and managed to focus the mind of Coral Merit, the official 
child prophet of climate science. 

PAUL: So you’re saying that you can use the doubling, the language game, to influence the 
collective imagination? 

JO: That’s what Alannah did. 

PAUL: And what’s happened to Alannah? 

JO: As I was saying, it’s a battle of attrition with The Crowd. Despite all your good deeds, 
sometimes The Crowd is all too much for the body and the mind. 

PAUL: Where is she? 

JO: She’s homeless. 

PAUL: How can I find her? 

JO: She lives in Musings Lower Common. People bring her information and gifts, but she 
cares neither for the gifts, the news or the people. 

PAUL: And the Crowd? 

JO: Oh, they’re still watching. Although I wouldn’t so much call it watching so much as 
taunting. The moment that the Crowd defines your demise, monitoring turns to torture and, 
just as yourself and Pete demonstrated, The Crowd may disperse, diminish, change shape and 
enhance but they will not leave. 

PAUL: How do we find her? 

JO: You’ll need to bring her something to listen to. 

PAUL: What? 

JO: She’ll reject any offer of food, tobacco, marijuana or alcohol, but she will accept a 
record. 

PAUL: Which record? 

JO: It needs to be something she approves of and doesn’t have. 



PAUL: And what happens if she doesn’t approve? 

JO: Then you’ll need to get her one that she does approve of. 

PAUL: Well what does she like? 

JO: She’s known to have impeccable taste. And she’s been gifted hundreds by all who are 
keen to have a conversation with the source of climate change prophecy. 

PAUL: Pete what records do we have as spares? 

PETE: None. 

PAUL: Pete what records do we have? 

PETE: The Specials 

PAUL: Good  

PETE: David Bowie 

PAUL: Great but she’ll probably have it already. 

PETE: The Stone Roses? 

PAUL: Might work. 

PETE: Four Tet? 

PAUL: Maybe 

PETE: Burial 

PAUL: Also a maybe. 

PETE: The XX? 

PAUL: Something less contemporary, but very London. 

PETE: Ian Drury and the Blockheads? 

PAUL: That’s it! 



ACT ONE SCENE SEVEN 

There is a room of around 4 people, a political candidate talking, one person – the tramp 
from the gig – and ANNE and BILL. The number of people monitoring completely outnumber 
the people that are actually there. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Ladies and Gentlemen, I’m here today to announce my 
opposition towards the banning of petrol and diesel cars. In fact, it seems the entirety of this 
climate change nonsense is just another load of rhetoric to sustain the power and strength of 
the elites. People like meat and people like cars. As if the scientists didn’t already have 
enough influence in the lives of ordinary people – now they’re going after the farmers! It just 
won’t do. When I order a Full English, I want my meat from the farm, not from the lab. In 
Alfie, Michael Caine did not drive an electric Rolls Royce, he drove a petrol Rolls Royce. In 
the Italian Job, Michael Caine did not drive an electric powered Mini Cooper, he drove a 
petrol Mini Cooper. Yes, yes, yes why are we allowing this assault on the Musing’s identity? 
I’m not going to lie, how can we allow this assault on the musings identity when it tastes 
worse and drives slower? Can you imagine the idiocy of this situation! We’ve traded 
Michael Caine for Extinction Rebellion! We’ve traded the Spitfire for the G Whiz. Well. 
Folks. The nonsense stops here. Thank you all for coming! 

The applauds is quiet, the tramp doesn’t do much, hardly realises that it is over. 

ANNE: I’m not sure I like the sound of him. 

BILL: Didn’t you hear him? This man is finally talking sense. He’s remembering the 
meaning of the Musing’s identity. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: (walks around shaking the hand of the tramp, who mumbles 
something to THE RIGHT WING POPULIST) thanks for coming’ (then he goes over to the 
ANNE and the BILL) ‘Hello good to see you! Thanks for coming!’ 

BILL (really impressed): That was an excellent speech that you just gave. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST (looking at his crowd and then looking at him): Hold on a 
second, don’t I know you? Yes that’s right you’re the Mayor’s son in law, and this is the 
Mayor’s Daughter! How excellent? Are you friendly with the old man? 

BILL (puts his right hand to his cheek in a rather uncomfortable manner): Yes we’re his 
biggest supporters, we had coffee with him just yesterday. He mentioned something about 
introducing us to Michael Caine! 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Did he!? 

BILL: Yes something along the lines of ‘Michael Caine is practically a twin of mine and that 
he really would like to meet you two’. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: And has that got something to do with your Mini Cooper? 

BILL: (looking at THE CROWD) Yes I suppose it must do. 



THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: That’s funny. How the press reported it I never thought you 
were very close. 

ANNE: Well he’s my father? It has to be said that I’m not sure he agrees much with your 
politics. 

BILL: NO! (childish like to ANNE) I think that he has just forgotten the other side of the 
debate. I think that people need reminding of the importance of the Musings identity. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: (awkwardly as if being caught in the middle of an argument 
between parents) Well truth be told I’ve been doing the same speech for the past two years. 
It’s become more of a stand up routine then the communication of political science. At first it 
was great, people bought me pints, I was getting invited to watch Michael Caine films at 
small houses on the outskirts of Musings, now, no one attends. I should probably learn some 
new songs but quite frankly I haven’t had the time and I’m addicted to even the smallest 
amount of fame garnered through speaking in public. 

BILL: You can’t give up! 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Do you think? 

BILL: You’re so good! 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: I think the battle’s over. It’s time to admit defeat. 

BILL: Where’s the fun in that?! 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: I’ve been doing this for two years I’m tired of being 
ignored. This is democracy in action. 

BILL: (to ANNE and THE CROWD) Well I really liked that performance and quite frankly 
it’s just what I’ve been looking for. Something that makes me feel uniquely Musings. I’m 
going to officially endorse your campaign. 

ANNE: Campaign for what? 

BILL: The campaign as Musings Mayor! 

ANNE: But that’s my Dad’s job? 

BILL: And he could do with some serious opposition. 

ANNE: But his opposition isn’t serious, he just said that he didn’t believe in any of what he 
was saying. 

BILL: Nonsense. (staring at THE CROWD) Remember what we were saying about freedom? 
About the need to create your identity as an individual! This is exactly what we’re being 
given. 



THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Well I don’t want to get in the way of you two but it would 
be an honour to have your support. Anyway, as I say, I’ve been doing this opposition job for 
two years. It’s gone nowhere. I’ve got better things to do. 

BILL: Do you still have a petrol car? 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Funnily enough I don’t drive. If I did, it would be a red 
Mini Cooper just like in the Italian Job. 

BILL: (looking at the ANNE) That’s exactly what we have! 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Marvellous! 

BILL: Do you believe in fate? 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: I’m not sure I do. 

BILL: Nevermind, excellent to meet you. 



ACT ONE SCENE EIGHT 

PETE: (reading off his phone) ‘An unknown far right populist, promising to reverse climate 
mitigation measures, gets a major endorsement from a Musings insider’. What the fuck is 
this? 

JO: That sounds like dangerous nonsense. 

PAUL: Why are they giving this creep a platform? 

JO: The media need something to happen in Musings. 

PAUL: Musings needs to stop the climate crises. 

JO: The media, or the network, isn’t Musings. It’s information warfare vying for the greatest 
level of attention. 

PAUL: Talking of which what’s that? 

A row of media types circle ALANNAH who sits with a Laptop and an iPhone. They all film 
and monitor as she sits with legs in arms reading the Silent Spring from her phone.  

ALANNAH: (reading) “Considering the whole span of earthly time, the opposite effect, in which 
life actually modifies its surroundings, has been relatively slight. Only within the moment of time 
represented by the present century has one species—man—acquired significant power to alter the 
nature of his world.” 

THE CROWD film. PAUL runs towards as if to disperse THE CROWD. 

PAUL: LET HER GO. 

As PAUL runs at THE CROWD, THE CROWD locks arms to create a wall that cannot be 
penetrated, PAUL is blocked and falls to the floor. 

PAUL: What are they doing? 

JO: Protecting her. 

PAUL: But I’m trying to help? 

JO: She doesn’t want contact with the rest of Musings. 

PAUL: Because she’s being stalked by this crowd. 

JO: Either way, she reckons she can’t do anything about The Crowd, but she might be able to 
do something about the people of Musings. 

At this moment PETE suddenly turns on the small crowd that are following him. 

PETE: FUCK OFF LEAVE ME ALONE. (PETE chases after one but they’re too fast) STOP 
FOLLOWING ME. 



JO: Pete calm down. 

PETE: What are they doing!? How are they allowed to keep fucking following me? They’re 
going to drive me insane. They’re going to drive me out of Musings. 

PAUL: You’re not leaving Musings you’re staying here. I need you. 

PETE: I’m not sure I will be me if these fuckers keep following every wanking thought. 

PAUL: You’re my brother, you might be the only person that I’m able to trust. Especially 
with this lot (points at his crowd of tens of people). 

PETE: LEAVE HIM ALONE! 

JO: It’s no use Pete. 

PETE: FUCK THIS I’M GOING THEN. 

PETE storming off stage. PAUL shouts after. 

PAUL: DON’T LEAVE. 

JO: We’ll get him later. It might take some time to adapt. 

PAUL: Ok. 

JO: Do you have the record? 

PAUL: Here. 

JO: Give it to me. Alannah… Alannah…. Alannah are you able to hear me? 

No reply and the wall stays firm. 

JO: Alannah we’ve got a record. 

ALANNAH: What is it? 

JO: Ian Drury. 

ALANNAH searches through her record collection for a long time. She can’t find the record. 

ALANNAH: Send me the record. 



JO walks towards the row of THE CROWD, they don’t move. He slides the memory stick 
through the crowd. ALANNAH plays the record on her laptop high enough volume that it can 
be heard by the audience but low enough so you can have effective dialogue. ‘wake up and 
make love with me’ plays for about 40 seconds, ALANNAH moves her head from side to side 
as if thinking. She realises that she hasn’t got the record and allows them through. 

ALANNAH: Come through. 

THE CROWD parts into a line. 

PAUL: How long do we have? 

ALANNAH: You can ask me four questions. 

PAUL: And then what happens? 

ALANNAH: I’ll stop talking and The Crowd will remove you. If you fail to leave they’ll pit 
you against me. We’ll both get gaslighted. Then we’ll start believing in the events portrayed 
by our doubles – in the media – on the television screen – in the memes – we’ll forget the 
content of our present conversation and our memories will be replaced with the impressions 
from never ending representations through social media, mainstream and local networks. In 
other words, you’ll wish that you never had this conversation with me. 

PAUL: Ok. I’m aware that you managed to use The Crowd to inspire climate change protest 
is this true? 

ALANNAH: Yes. 

PAUL: How did you do it? 

ALANNAH: I learnt my principles through reason and science. I realised that we were 
accelerating to a world of 4 degrees warming. Towards a planet where Bangladesh would be 
completely submerged in water. Where flooding through British rivers would increase 60 
fold. Where the glaciers will melt releasing methane and pathogens. Where the weather 
removes hundreds of millions from their homes, creating cycles of migration and uncertainty 
leading to xenophobia and panic. A world where we go far past the 2 degrees tipping point, 
after which the survival of ‘civilisation’, not much judging by the clowns that follow us in 
Musings, descends into complete anarchy. I learnt the facts and then started to use my voice 
to communicate these facts. I started posting on social media. I started going to protests. I 
started speaking at rallies. I started conversations with school mates. I started fights with the 
ignorant. I communicated what I had learnt using all of my creative ability. 

PAUL: And so you managed to influence The Crowd to start texting and tweeting about 
climate change protests and then the media and film industry started creating doubles about 
climate protest? 

ALANNAH: Musings is a very small town, and yet it has become somewhat archetypal for 
the English language. American’s listen towards the Musings doubles. The Chinese listen to 
the Musing’s doubles. They listen because they are excited to learn about the source of the 
English language. Musing’s has a tradition and authenticity which stems hundreds of years 



before modern China and hundreds of years before the creation of America. Musings’ is a 
symbol for how humans should be acting in the present moment, we are the real life that one 
finds behind the television screen, the surveillance economy, the social media meme. 
Through following the principles of climate science, I was able to direct the world’s attention 
economy towards the importance of climate change. Hearing these protests from a child, born 
to one of the newest generations, made the elders realise that the climate crises would get 
increasingly worse with every generation unless something was done about it. All styles of 
doubles were created about me throughout film and media and then before you know, we 
have the Paris Treaty, and we have Coral Merit, and we have James Bond saving the world 
from climate disaster. Through Musings we are able to redefine the archetypes of what it 
means to be a modern Homosapien and change the fantasy of what it means to live the ‘good 
life’. 

PAUL: If I’m the Musings protagonist how do I make a difference? 

ALANNAH: I’m sorry you have no more questions. 

PAUL: Please just one more. (THE CROWD starts to get seriously agitated scribbling 
increasingly fast/making phone calls) 

ALANNAH: YOU HAVE NO MORE QUESTIONS. TRUST ME, IF YOU DON’T FOLLOW 
WHAT I SAY IT WILL BE CORROSIVE FOR BOTH OF US. I trust that you will do the 
right thing. 

PAUL: Thank you. 

JO: Let’s go. 



INTERVAL 



ACT TWO SCENE ONE 

PETE paces side to side on the stage followed by two of THE CROWD. 

PETE: I’m lost aren’t I. I’ve lived here my entire life how am I lost. My phones out of 
battery. I’m stuck in the middle of a forest that just keeps going and going. It’s getting dark. 
(He turns to THE CROWD) Can you tell me where I am? (no reply) Please, just give me 
some indication of how I get out of here? (no reply) You’re useless. Are you still filming me? 
Are you reporting what I’m up to? Please don’t report this. I’m just lost. If you report this I’ll 
look like an idiot. Forget about this one… please. STOP TYPING. PLEASE I’M 
DEMANDING A SUPERINJUNCTION FOR THIS ONE. (keeps pacing up and down. THE 
CROWD start whistling something like oranges and lemons) Oh you like music, do you? You 
should speak to my friend back there he loves music. Music used to be our god. No joke. Of 
course, we had the Church of England, but music became our God. I was the I pod Nano 
bloke. My mate back there got an I pod Classic, 320 GB of music - his entire musical 
imagination all in one place. (He turns around and they stop whistling) You were whistling 
right? (He turns around and then they start whistling. Again when he turns they stop) What 
are you doing? Why are you trying to freak me out? Give me a whistle then. What do you 
sing? The Clash? Preditah? Massive Attack? (then straight faced) GO ON FUCKING SING 
ME A SONG THEN. (He turns they start whistling London’s Calling) YOU FUCKING 
PRICK. (PETE gets hold of one of THE CROWD then strangles him to death, after which 6 
more crowd suddenly appear and start filming furiously he runs off stage and THE CROWD 
run after carrying the dead body as if they are celebrating it like an ancient throne). 



ACT TWO SCENE TWO 

Rally of THE RIGHT WING POPULIST Candidate. THE RIGHT WING POPULIST stands 
at the head of the stage on a raised platform facing THE CROWD, the rally audience are 
facing THE RIGHT WING POPULIST sitting. THE CROWD are standing in the wings. Now 
we have a significant sized crowd. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: When I order a Full English, I want my meat from the 
farm, not from the lab. In Alfie, Michael Caine did not drive an electric Rolls Royce, he 
drove a petrol Rolls Royce. In the Italian Job, Michael Caine did not drive an electric 
powered Mini Cooper, he drove a petrol Mini Cooper. Yes, yes, yes why are we allowing this 
assault on the Musing’s identity? I’m not going to lie, how are we allowing this assault on the 
Musings identity when it tastes worse and drives slower? Can you imagine the idiocy of this 
situation! We’ve traded Michael Caine for Extinction Rebellion! We’ve traded the Spitfire for 
the G Whiz. Well folks, the nonsense stops here. Thank you all for coming! 

THE CROWD erupts. The Journalists type and film with great energy. 

MAYOR: Anne how have you let this happen? 

ANNE: What do you mean Dad? 

MAYOR: The press are reporting that someone from my inner circle has endorsed this 
candidate. Whoever has done this has legitimised a monster. After 50 years of struggle we are 
almost getting to where we need to be to reverse climate disaster. Now, this jumped up stand 
up is running to destroy everything we’ve created for a five-minute sketch show on British 
stereotypes. 

ANNE: I never endorsed this man, I just went to see him talk. 

MAYOR: When? 

ANNE: Last Wednesday. 

MAYOR: With who? 

ANNE: My husband. 

MAYOR: Were there a lot of people there? 

ANNE: It was just myself, Bill and a tramp. 

MAYOR puts his head in his hands and THE CROWD start swarming. 

MAYOR: Do you realise what you have done? Did you learn nothing from me? The Crowd 
follows you because The Crowd supports me. Anything that you do is viewed as an extension 
of myself. If you support something, The Crowd believes I support something. 

ANNE: But I never gave my support to him! 



MAYOR: But you have given your attention to him and that is enough to create Billions of 
memes, frames and ideas throughout the network. This will go further then Musings. This 
will go to America and China and come back to haunt us. 

ANNE: I’m sorry. Am I able to do anything? 

MAYOR: Explain the gravitas of the situation to your husband and get him to meet me for a 
conversation. And for god’s sake, get rid of your Mini Cooper. Anne, look I need to go. 
There’s been a murder in Musings. Send your husband to have supper with me. 

MAYOR leaves the majority of THE CROWD follow. 

BILL: Amazing speech! ELECTRIC! 

ANNE: Bill, my father is furious. 

BILL: Why would that be? Reality too much for him? 

ANNE: He says that the Right Wing Populist threatens to derail everything we’ve been 
fighting for for the last 50 years. He says that we started it. 

BILL: What does he mean started it? 

ANNE: That The Crowd is following him because we attended his rally. 

BILL: Wife! Don’t be so preposterous. How can two normal people decide political fortunes 
in a big town like Musings? 

ANNE: Because my father’s Mayor so we get publicity and authority through him. 

BILL: How can three individuals be homogenous? That’s a frightening idea. 

ANNE: You shouldn’t have asked me to attend that rally. 

BILL: You’re your own person. Do what you like. 

ANNE: But we’re abusing my father’s position. 

BILL: We did nothing of the sort. If anything, he’s abusing ours by getting rid of our car. 

ANNE: I think we’ve created a much bigger problem than getting rid of our car. 

BILL: THAT WILL SERVE HIM RIGHT FOR THREATENING MY FREEDOM. 

ANNE: I can’t argue with you. He’s expecting to have a meeting with you. 

BILL: Why? 

ANNE: About endorsing The Right Wing Populist. 

BILL: No! I didn’t endorse The Right Wing Populist! 

ANNE: Tell him that. 



ANNE leaves 

BILL approaches THE RIGHT WING POPULIST who has been talking to a group of 
followers. The small group of media that are with them align. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Speaking of the devil! The man who made me. Have you 
met my supporters? 

BILL: (sorely and shyly) Hello. Can we have a quick word? 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Certainly! 

BILL: (sorely and shyly) The Mayor’s really worried. He thinks that I’ve put you up to it. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: You did give me the audience! 

BILL: No I didn’t? 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: How do you explain this evening then? 

BILL: I’m not sure. Anyway, I think, again, he might be wrong on this one. He’s summoned 
me to have dinner with him. It might be a good idea to host a rally at the same time. 
Capitalize on the attention, start making our point about freedom and then we’ll expect 
concessions from the Mayor. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Great idea! I’ve got to say this is the most fun I’ve had in 
years. 

BILL: (really happy) Same here! Just do what you did again today and then make some 
political suggestions. Remember the media. Always remember the media! 



ACT TWO SCENE THREE 

JO and PAUL sit at the back there’s a massive crowd. THE CROWD are all standing. (10 
seats) 

There’s a group of lads that start singing ‘Michael Caine, Michael Caine, Michael Caine, 
Michael Caine, Michael Caine, Michael Caine’ 

LAD 1: Musing for Musings. 

LAD 2: What the fuck does that mean? 

LAD 1: It’s like Britain for Britons. (gives the hand gesture) Musing for Musings. 

LAD 3: He’s got one there. 

LAD 2: Who’s your double, William Shakespeare? Musing for Musings that’s excellent. 

LAD 3: Your double should be Brian Cox mate that’s fucking science. 

LAD 1: I always thought my double should be someone like James O’Brien. 

LAD 3: Aint he the lefty? 

LAD 1: Is he? 

LAD 3: Yeah. The Mayor’s a big fan of his. 

LAD 2: Still a great bloke. Musing for Musings, that’s really good. 

JO: I’m worried about the size of this crowd. 

PAUL: (looking around) There must be about 2000 people in here, that’s about a 30th of 
Musings. 

JO: Most of whom are here out of boredom. 

PAUL: People need something to do. If you can cure someone’s boredom, they’ll move you a 
mountain. When you say he’s far right what do you mean? 

JO: I mean his ideas are dangerous and totalitarian. He’s aiming to reverse laws on climate 
change in Musings which means there will be an army of film makers, meme creators, 
Journalists and algorithms ready to amplify stories against scientists throughout the network. 
Just you watch, this is going to have ramifications to politics and science throughout China 
and America. 

PAUL: Do you think he knows what he’s doing? 

JO: I think he’s having irresponsible fun. 

PAUL: He’s creating a fucking virtual pandemic. 

JO: He probably imagines he’s an artist. 



PAUL: Do you think he realises the consequences? 

JO: Absolutely not. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: (At the bits in bold THE CROWD start following along 
because they’ve all learnt the speech. Therefore, when he diverges at the end there is 
collective excitement and confusion). Ladies and Gentlemen, I’m here today to oppose the 
banning of petrol and diesel cars. In fact, it seems the entirety of this climate change nonsense 
is just another load of rhetoric to sustain the power and strength of the elites. People like meat 
and people like cars. As if the scientists didn’t already have enough influence in the lives 
of ordinary people – now they’re going after the farmers! It just won’t do. When I order 
a Full English, I want my meat from the farm, not from the lab. In Alfie, Michael Caine 
did not drive an electric Rolls Royce, he drove a petrol Rolls Royce. In the Italian Job, 
Michael Caine did not drive an electric powered Mini Cooper, he drove a petrol Mini 
Cooper. Yes, yes, yes why are we allowing this assault on the musing’s identity? I’m not 
going to lie, how are we allowing this assault on the musings identity when it tastes worse 
and drives slower? Can you imagine the idiocy of this situation! We’ve traded Michael 
Caine for Extinction Rebellion! We’ve traded the Spitfire for the G Whiz. Well folks the 
nonsense stops here. Another thing, there is a very significant amount of the Musings 
population in this building today. A notable absence is of course our wonderful Mayor. How 
about we make some direct democracy and you give me a show of hands to demonstrate who 
would like not only to reverse the ban on petrol and diesel cars, but to ban everyone of our 
climate agreements and even go as far as creating a complete ban on discussions about 
climate within our political setting, and get back to things that matter? Sounds good doesn’t 
it. (THE CROWD joins in with the chanting) ‘Burn Petrol. Ban Climate. Burn Petrol. Ban 
Climate. Burn Petrol. Ban Climate’. 

Following the speech PAUL stands up and storms down the aisle. THE CROWD get very 
excited. 

PAUL: This is completely insane. We’ve been offered no fact. No science. Nothing to 
suggest the benefit of our climate policies and nothing suggesting the damage, or indeed the 
benefit, that will be caused through banning the discussion of climate change. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: (realising the excitement of the conflict and the interest of 
THE CROWD) Come up here then and give your argument. 

PAUL: This is crazy. You have just been fed the most dangerous idea of our age through a 
stand-up routine. This energy that you’re experiencing has nothing to do with politics or 
reason and everything to do with the collective excitement of shouting Michael Caine. You’re 
being asked to implement censorship on a subject which science suggests is the greatest 
threat to our humanity. The only reason this is being mentioned is because this clown wants 
to show off his stand up skills and garner attention through manipulating the most well 
discussed subject of our day. This man is not the anti-Coral Merit he is an uninformed fool. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Coral this Coral that, look at us. 2000 men and women 
strong. This is the true energy of democracy. 

PAUL: Do you realise that we are accelerating towards two degrees of global warming. After 
which there is a good chance that all of Musing will flood consistently for the rest of our 



lives. Every house in Musings will be threatened. We’re not just talking about floods - we’re 
talking about damages that cost thousands to repair, we’re talking about freak accidents and 
deaths, we’re talking about our entire social fabric being destroyed, we’re talking about 
suspicion, xenophobia and fear. Surely there are people in this room that realise the need for 
Musings to set an example? 

(The lads nod their heads) 

This town is special, do you realise that? What goes on in Musings echoes throughout the 
United Kingdom, across the Atlantic and through the Silk Road. We have an opportunity to 
make history, through doing the simplest thing possible – adhering to instructions we know to 
be true. This is not a political gamble, like say membership of the European Union, we’re 
talking about applying well studied science to limit masses of human suffering. Forget the 
Bible, forget Hamlet, forget Lord of the Rings, the struggle to defeat climate change will be 
the greatest collective story of human history, however, the conclusion of this story has 
multiple endings that depend on very important day to day lifestyle decisions. If you are 
bored, please do not follow this clown. Join the Musing’s climate movement and get 
interested in improving and prolonging the existence of yourselves and this planet. Therefore, 
I will give you two options. We either do nothing as we overlook the greatest tragedy in our 
history, as nations get devastated and civilisation destroyed, or we make the greatest 
collective human achievement, and reverse the mistakes that we’ve created. Be passionate, 
sing and cheer, but DO NOT follow this man. And sir, please, stop your bored games, you are 
putting everyone at risk. 

Massive round of applauds he has won THE CROWD. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Interesting. Now tell me, aren’t you the brother of a 
Musing’s man called Pete? 

PAUL: Yes I am. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: I suppose folks, this will tell you everything that you need 
to know about our friend, his brother Pete has been announced as the Musing’s murderer! 

THE CROWD and the Audience go wild. 



ACT TWO SCENE FOUR 

As always there is a large crowd. 

MAYOR: Bill come in and sit down. 

BILL: Hu-hu-hullo 

MAYOR: What are you drinking? Wine? Whisky? Beer? 

BILL: Wine please. 

MAYOR: Same here. 

The MAYOR pours two glasses of wine and then hands them to one another. 

MAYOR: Some years ago I was working on a farm in Greece just by the Mediterranean. 
Every morning we would wake at sunrise, 4 am, and we wouldn’t stop working till dusk 
when the Farmer’s wife would serve silver carafes of wine made from Roditis grapes, with 
bread and olive oil. Whenever I’ve drank wine since, it always brings me back to being 20, 
drinking after a long days work and soaking in the Mediterranean dusk. 

BILL: Good story (puts his hand to his cheek). 

MAYOR: Now, we’ve business that needs to be settled. My Anne tells me that you went to 
watch THE RIGHT WING POPULIST. 

BILL: Yes that’s correct. 

MAYOR: Tell me, did you express any level of support for this man? 

BILL: (bluntly as if lying) No. 

MAYOR: No? I’ve read reports that you offered strong support. I noticed that you are still 
driving your Mini Cooper. 

BILL: Maybe I said it was nice to hear some different ideas. 

MAYOR: Do you realise what this man intends to do? 

BILL: (still with his hand on his cheek) Errr. 

MAYOR: He is aiming to reverse every progressive climate change law that we, the 
community of Musings, have introduced. There seems to be no logic or reason behind this 
decision beyond the fact it is attracting media attention and lets this idiot perform tripe about 
Michael Caine. Do you realise what you have done through delivering the media to this wolf? 

BILL: He won’t reverse the Musings climate change laws. 

MAYOR: The Crowd is in a frenzy over regaining their freedom. They are being told that 
this freedom depends upon the very form of politics that will ensure the greatest level of long 
term liberty. The Journalists that follow me are the same one’s that follow my Anne and 



through romantic extension yourself. Through visiting this man’s rally you have in effect 
made it seem as if I’m endorsing this fool. 

BILL: Didn’t you say he was a wolf? 

MAYOR: His danger comes through confidence in his ignorance and disregard for 
responsibility. He can be both a fool and a wolf. The point is that you have unleashed dark 
energies into our society which threaten not only the town of Musings, but all of our allies in 
this country and around the world. The Musings tool of attention is being distracted by the 
very things that are antagonistic towards the direction that our politics need to go. 

BILL: I’m sorry but I don’t really follow what I’m supposed to do? I’m just your son in law. 

MAYOR: Do you realise the authority that you have been given through association with my 
family? 

BILL: Yep and I’m very grateful for it. But I’m also an individual. 

MAYOR: Let me put this another way. Do you agree with this man’s politics? 

BILL: I like his style. 

MAYOR: But do you agree with his politics? Do you support the reversal of all policies on 
progressive climate change? 

BILL: I don’t agree with those politics but I’m not sure those are his politics. 

MAYOR: If I’m able to prove to you that those are his politics will you assure me that you 
are opposed to him? 

BILL: Well maybe, but I’m not sure that I’m able to oppose him. 

MAYOR: Why not? 

BILL: Because he’s a friend. He makes me laugh. 

MAYOR: Because he confabs about Michael Caine? Let me tell you, I know Michael Caine, 
He is no Michael Caine. 

BILL: (sorely) But he’s not a serious political figure! 

MAYOR: You don’t understand do you? By the time it is dusk this evening they will be 
talking about his ideas in Colombo and Pennsylvania. 

BILL: (sly smile) That’s quite cool. 

MAYOR: Cool? (pause) It’s freak communicative power like we have never seen in the 
history of the Homosapien, and that is why it is imperative that you are aware of the 
importance of rejecting the ideas he represents. 

BILL: Oh, do you think that I’m able to influence the situation? 



MAYOR: You are able to understand the situation and make your self-responsible for the 
harm that you have caused. In the meantime it will take a collective effort, from Columbo to 
Pennsylvania, to fight these ideas. Do everything that you can to stop his politicking, and for 
god’s sake stop driving your Mini Cooper. 



ACT TWO SCENE FIVE 

PETE can be found up a tree throwing petrol bombs at THE CROWD that are following and 
typing he has been on the run for a series of days and has managed to fight off the police 
through throwing petrol bombs. 

PETE: FUCK OFF! (lights the petrol bomb throws it) WHY ARE YOU FILMING ME I’M 
NOT IN THE BIG BROTHER HOUSE. 

As he throws the petrol bombs, he starts shouting certain ideas. 

For freedom 

EXPLOSION 

For justice 

EXPLOSION 

For privacy 

EXPLOSION 

THE CROWD can be heard to be in hysterics, but they are still filming. This is the most 
excitable they have ever been. 

The police arrive with JO and PAUL: 

POLICE MAN: (through the microphone) Sir we are arresting you for murder and public acts 
of terrorism. You are surrounded by armed police officers. If you are seen to throw another 
petrol bomb you will be shot and killed. 

PETE: Terrorism! What about my appearance says that I’m a terrorist? I’m a freedom fighter. 
Look at all these fucking clowns with their phones. Officer, don’t you realise? Musings has 
been invaded by an alien species. These mute clones with mobile phones are following me 
and they're following you. They’re following everyone in Musings. We’ve been invaded I tell 
you! Stop pointing your weapons at your allies. I’m Musings born and bred. I’m Luke 
Skywalker, the rebel fighter waiting for reinforcements. And (pause) here they come – 
except, they’re not coming to rescue me, their coming to tell me that they too have 
surrendered towards the aliens, that the police are powerless in the face of the mobile phone, 
and that the police need to stop anyone fighting for freedom – 

PAUL gets the microphone and beckons PETE. 

PAUL: Pete mate what’s going on – 

PETE: BRO! 

PAUL: Pete mate what have you done? 

PETE: I don’t know. I’ve been trying to protect myself. We’re all fucked. I’m being 
followed. We’re all being followed. 



PAUL: Please come down from the tree and for god’s sake don’t throw another petrol bomb. 

PETE: (really emotional) What’s happened to Musings? Why are we being invaded? 

PAUL: I’m still trying to work that out myself. 

PETE: Why are they following us? Were they always following us? 

PAUL: Again I’m still not sure. I think they might have been. 

PETE: They’ve destroyed Musings. Everything’s been broken. 

PAUL: Everything’s been shifted. We’ll need to work out what to do. 

PETE: They can’t just follow us everywhere it’s a violation of our human rights. It’s stalking. 

PAUL: I know Pete. Please don’t get yourself shot. 

PETE: Why has this happened to us? (hesitantly) The stalkers are destroying our dreams. 
You were gonna become a rock and roll star. I was gonna get a Chelsea season ticket. 

PAUL: We’ve still got time for that. Come on please get down. 

PETE: They’re going to arrest me aren’t they. 

PAUL: I think so. 

PETE: It was self defence. The stalkers were fucking with me. 

PAUL: Look don’t say too much. We’ll need to fight it in the courts. I need you alive. Come 
down from the tree. There we go. That’s it. Now Pete when you’re down from the tree 
they’re going to arrest you. 

PETE: Ok. (talking to the police) Stop aiming at me. Ok. 

PAUL: You’re going to be scared. 

PETE: Are the stalkers allowed into prison? 

PAUL: They’re going to be aggressive and they might remind you of the horrible things that 
you’ve done. This won’t feel good. 

PETE: (talking to the police) Stop aiming at me! (talking to PAUL) Tell me, will the stalkers 
still be there in prison? 

PAUL: Just come down now. Here we go. 

PETE reaches the bottom of the tree he is rushed by a policeman, as he is arrested THE 
CROWD swarm. PETE starts shouting and cannot see his brother. 

PETE: FUCK OFF YOU FUCKING STALKERS. I’LL TAKE ON ALL OF YOU ONE 
PETROL BOMB AT A TIME. LEAVE ME AND MY FAMILY ALONE. 



PAUL: Please Pete be calm! 

PETE gets taken off stage followed by a swarm of THE CROWD. 



ACT TWO SCENE SIX 

Again they are in the church there is a full house everyone knows every word and is filming 
all of it. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: When I order a Full English, I want my meat from the 
farm, not from the lab. In Alfie, Michael Caine did not drive an electric Rolls Royce, he 
drove a petrol Rolls Royce. In the Italian Job, Michael Caine did not drive an electric 
powered Mini Cooper, he drove a petrol Mini Cooper. Yes, yes, yes why are we allowing 
this assault on the musing’s identity? I’m not going to lie, how are we allowing this 
assault on the Musings identity when it tastes worse and drives slower? Can you 
imagine the idiocy of this situation! We’ve traded Michael Caine for Extinction 
Rebellion! We’ve traded the Spitfire for the G Whiz. 

Everybody starts shouting: MICHAEL CAINE MICHAEL CAINE MICHAEL CAINE: 
BURN PETROL BAN CLIMATE BURN PETROL BAN CLIMATE MICHAEL CAINE 
MICHAEL CAINE BURN PETROL. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Thank you. Thank you. Thank you. It is a new dawn for the 
Musing’s Man. Now folks, I’ve just seen a very special friend of our movement - without 
whom the Musing’s Man would not exist. Would you like to come up here and say a few 
words? Yes? Excellent. Welcome the founder of the Musing’s Man. (The audience start 
shouting MUSINGS MAN MUSINGS MAN MUSINGS MAN.) Sorry to just impose this on 
you old boy. Care for a few words. 

BILL: I’m not sure that I am responsible for the Musings man but let me say a few words 
regardless. I would just like to apologise to all of you. It seems that this has rather got out of 
hand. It is quite a silly thing to reverse the climate change laws. If it is the case that I helped 
create the (looks at THE RIGHT WING POPULIST for confirmation) ‘Musings Man’ then let 
me improve his future. All this talk of reversing climate change is very dangerous. So how 
about we make the Musings Man the Musing’s climate change man? 

THE CROWD look to one another completely bemused and start shouting ‘BURN PETROL 
BAN CLIMATE BURN PETROL BAN CLIMATE BURN PETROL BAN CLIMATE’ 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: The people have spoken! The Musing’s Man does not care 
for the climate. 

Crowd: MUSINGS MAN MUSINGS MAN MUSINGS MAN MUSINGS MAN. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Michael Caine! 

Crowd: MICHAEL CAINE MICHAEL CAINE MICHAEL CAINE MICHAEL CAINE. 



ACT TWO SCENE SEVEN 

Meeting with PETE and PAUL. PETE is in prison. 

PAUL: Brother! 

PETE: What has happened to you? 

PAUL: Are you ok? 

PETE: I can’t breathe. I can’t sleep. My eye balls are stinging and my mind won’t stop 
thinking about what I’ve done. Brother have I committed murder? In Musings? It feels like a 
nightmare – terrifying, nonsensical. 

PAUL: I think that I might have worked it out. 

PETE: Worked what out? 

PAUL: What I have to do. 

PETE: And what’s that? 

PAUL: Use The Crowd to my advantage to send messages throughout the globe. There’s a 
battle in Musings. They’re trying to overthrow the Mayor. 

PETE: Who is? 

PAUL: A far-right candidate and his gang. 

PETE: How will you stop them? 

PAUL: Make my voice heard. 

PETE: Will it make any difference? 

PAUL: It will change the framing of the conversation. This is what we learnt from 
ALANNAH, if you perform with principle The Crowd - 

PETE: (Interrupting) The stalkers – 

PAUL: The stalkers – will report your words and your words will go viral around the 
network. 

PETE: Which means? 

PAUL: We’ll alter the conversation from totalitarian tropes to rational science. 

PETE: (slowly) And then what. After The Right Wing Populist’s been defeated? What do you 
do with the stalkers after that? 

PAUL: We solve bigger problems. 



PETE: (slowly) And what about everyone in Musings that doesn’t solve the problems. What 
do they do with they're stalkers? 

PAUL: Join us? 

PETE: What do we do about the fact that all of our privacy has been destroyed? That the 
world we knew for our entire lives no longer exists. How do you move on from losing 
everything? 

PAUL: Perhaps we never understood the world that we were living in? 

PETE: We had nothing to understand? Home was happy. Life was exciting. We laughed a lot. 
What are we left with? What am I left with? I’m in prison. You’re in Prison. Musings’ has 
become a fucking prison. I appreciate your nobility and stoicism, but we’ve lost everything. 
Look at you. You’re telling me your existence is political. You wanted to be a rock and roll 
star. 6 years ago we spent summer in Malia. You were cigarettes and alcohol. Oasis and the 
Arctic Monkey’s. Now you’re trying to be Obama and Blair. Well fuck that. I don’t think this 
is what you want to be. Where’s your ear-ring gone? I’m not sure this is who you are. I think 
you’ve been coerced into a lifestyle you wouldn’t have chosen. 

PAUL: Or reminded of the importance of lifestyle decisions. 

PETE: If The Crowd weren’t following us where would you wanna be right now? Cornered 
into a dark hall - camera’s in your face - solving other people problems, or, fucking having it 
at Glastonbury? Or not even Glastonbury. Travelling the world. Taking trains around Europe 
just like we used to. 

PAUL: We make our decisions based on what we are able to do and to be. I’m able to build 
the world. 

PETE: Are you able to enjoy it? 

PAUL: Yes. 

PETE: Good. 

PAUL: We’re not kids anymore. 

PETE: Prison’s reminded me of that. I remember what I’ve done but I don’t believe it. 

PAUL: Neither do I. 

PETE: You would think if something was a really terrible thing do it would feel awful doing 
it. But the strangling, the petrol bombs, I felt numb. Excited even. I’m still the same person. 

PAUL: I know. 

PETE: And you. Is this moment in history when you are defeated by the Nazi’s and you have 
to accept defeat? 

PAUL: No, I don’t think it’s nearly as totalitarian. Privacy is going, and we’re ignorant about 
a lot of things that we were once certain of, but Musing’s has still got the ability to author it’s 



fate. If anything, the people of Musings have become more important through our position in 
the internet network. We may be being monitored, but people care a lot about what happens 
to us. We are by no means superfluous. 

PETE: How can you live without privacy? It will be like… be like… be like a prison. 

PAUL: Or a zoo, or a circus? 

PETE: This is no way to live. 

PAUL: Then we should do something about it. 

POLICE MAN: Pete that’s it you’ll need to leave. 

PETE: I love you bro. 

PAUL: You too. 

PETE goes 

POLICE MAN: Excuse me sir we have a telephone call for you. 

PAUL: For me? 

POLICE MAN: Yes sir 

PAUL: Are you sure? 

POLICE MAN: Quite sure sir. 

PAUL: Well I better answer it then. 

PAUL answers the public telephone, it’s probably a chorded telephone. The voice of the 
MAYOR is played through the speakers as the other person on the phone. 

PAUL: Hey! 

MAYOR: Ah it’s you! I can tell by your voice. An incredible voice. How is the rock and roll? 

PAUL: Er good thank you, who am I speaking to? 

MAYOR: You’re talking to the Mayor of Musings. I think that I probably owe you an 
explanation. 

PAUL: About what? 

MAYOR: About all of this. About your fame. About being the Musing’s protagonist. About 
your brother being driven to prison - the only space in Musings where The Crowd can’t get 
him, and the only place that I’m able to talk to you in privacy. I have sent a car to pick you up 
from the prison and take you to meet me at the Tate Britain. I want you to meet me in front of 
the David Hockney painting of Brittany on the East Wing. 

PAUL: Excellent thanks. 



ACT TWO SCENE EIGHT 

The MAYOR is found sitting at a bench. The scene resembles the meeting between James Bond 
and Q in the National Portrait Gallery in Skyfall and the scene in the Tate Britain in Brexit the 
Uncivil War. PAUL is sitting in front of the painting. The MAYOR joins, they are followed by 
around five of THE CROWD that pose as spectators but are actually just watching and 
filming. 

MAYOR: Do you like art? 

PAUL: I’m starting to. 

MAYOR: Do you like this painting? 

PAUL stares, pausing for a moment. 

PAUL: It makes me feel sentimental for an adventure that I may never have had. 

MAYOR: Exactly, good intuition. It delivers you to a walk through the British countryside, it 
evokes a sense and intimacy that feels historically transcendent, and therefore in rhyme with 
the existence with our humanity. It makes one feel in love with our environment and willing 
to protect it. Tell me, have you noticed the man walking along the road? 

PAUL: Yep. 

MAYOR: Do you notice anything about him? 

PAUL: He wears an anorak and has a walking stick. 

MAYOR: Doesn’t he remind you of someone? 

PAUL: I suppose he does. (still thinking) 

MAYOR: Who does he remind you of? 

PAUL: Well he looks like, well I suppose he looks quite like me. 

MAYOR: Exactly. Now Paul, I would like for you to have look at all the paintings that are in 
this room. Tell me if you notice anything. 

PAUL stands up. He looks at around 4 different paintings. 

MAYOR: Paul tell me what do you notice? 

PAUL: Well… well… well… they all contain a figure that shares a resemblance to myself. 
Don’t tell me that I’m being painted in every painting? Surely this can’t be. These paintings 
are from David Hockney and Tracey Emin (still staring at the paintings). Am I going mad? 
Am I watching another piece of Musings magic? 

MAYOR: I am so sorry. Paul now I want you to look into that painting on your left. Who is 
in that Painting? 

PAUL: Well it’s me isn’t it. 



MAYOR: Yes and who are you with Paul. 

PAUL: I’m…. well I suppose I’m with someone that looks like Jenny. This painting was 
painted 10 years before we met. We were just 11 years old. Why have you painted us as a 
couple? As adults? This is terrifying. Has she seen these paintings? Are they prophecies or 
are they instructions? 

MAYOR: I’m so sorry. This feels like abuse. 

PAUL: Why am I in a painting with my girlfriend before we had ever met. Were you all just 
watching us? Writing our fortunes? Making money off of our innocence? 

MAYOR: I am ashamed to say entire industries were built on your innocence. Directors 
made you a protagonist. Singers made you into a muse casting friends and potential lovers in 
to the chorus of your life. 

PAUL: Jenny adores Tracey Emin. She would have seen this picture. (Almost child like – he 
is the 11 year old boy – eyes wide and head going side to side and asking questions but 
essentially to himself) Did she seek me out because she loved this picture so much? Was the 
visualisation of us imprinted so strongly into her memory that she could not help but love 
me? In which case why didn’t she tell me I was the ‘protagonist’ of Musings? Didn’t she 
think it slightly odd that I had not seen this or god knows how many other pictures of her? Or 
perhaps I had seen this picture and my affection was buried deep in to my subconscious, my 
phenotypes desiring her DNA and then hyper-conditioned into loving her. Tell me are there 
other pictures? What do they say? Will she be faithful? Will she betray me? Is there anyone 
else I have been depicted with in the pictures? Have you found anyone that I will love more 
than Jenny or is Jenny the only woman The Crowd thinks I will love? And then what happens 
if we break up… what will come of this picture? Will it act as joyful spirits of memory or 
ghosts that haunt us for the rest of our lives. If the love that we have is based on a picture, 
what happens if Tracey Emin makes another picture where we are no longer in love? 

MAYOR: This makes me so sorry. I owe you an explanation. Sit with me. You are the 
Musing’s protagonist. We should have told you from a much earlier age. Thank you for 
everything. We should have given you protection and guidance. I’m so so sorry. 

PAUL: How did this happen? Why is a small London town the muse for the entirety of the 
world’s media and inspiration and framing device for the planet’s film industry? 

MAYOR: Look, am I able to give you the truth? 

PAUL: Please. 

MAYOR: The amplification of Musing’s is a tool of great utility but also a symptom of gross 
infrastructural development. On one level, we’ve got the chance to lead the world. We have 
that wonderful thing called voice. We are able to reflect things about the planet that give 
meaning towards the lives of the masses. Through Musings’ people see themselves. Through 
you, our protagonist, people recognise themselves. This is a wonderful thing. I have seen 
Musing’s inject morality into communication networks throughout the planet. We have 
inspired films of great heroism and justice. The images in the films and communication 
networks get imprinted onto the minds of our generations leaders and will be imprinted on 
the next generation of leaders. We are able to amplify the best ideas and fight against the bad 



ones. This is why you were selected; we knew that you would be able to help lead Musings. 
You demonstrated moral courage from a very early age and practiced it consistently, 
assuming greater positions of authority as your age, body and talent progressed. 

PAUL: So, you’ve known me my entire life? 

MAYOR: Of course, I’ve known your parents too. Everyone’s known you. The artists, the 
creatives, the Journalists, the consumer. You’ve been the Musings bridge. We’ve 
imaginatively invested ourselves into your life. You’ve been consistently built within our 
own imaginations. 

PAUL: If I’ve been the protagonist of Musings for my entire life, that means that everything 
that I’ve done, every joke, every relationship, every action has been of great significance. 
This means that when I’ve made mistakes, I’ve failed everyone that follows Musings. 

MAYOR: These failings belong to us not you. 

PAUL: You’re suggesting that I might have been able to change the course of history. That I 
might have created the ideas and theatre to protect society and to help solve our biggest 
problems. 

MAYOR: I should have given my support much earlier. Some things are too late, some 
things aren’t. 

PAUL: Explain, why has Musings been given this level of amplification? 

MAYOR: This is where the truth becomes harsh. This is why your brother has been driven to 
terrorism. The idea of privacy has been confidently destroyed in Musings. The Crowd will 
monitor and publish you wherever you are. Whatever gets published about you may have 
major significance throughout the globe. Therefore, in Musings there is a trade-off. At one 
level there is the ability to acquire fame, this in itself can be a terribly intoxicating drug, but 
one that can be used to make a good example. On the other level, Musings acts a symbolic 
metaphor for a new form of power that dominates the planet. Everyone, everywhere is being 
monitored, by Silicon Valley, by one another, by their workplace, by the government. We are 
living on a planet where relations of power have become governed through surveilling one 
another through internet technologies. Musing’s is presented as the model of surveillance, 
demonstrating how good and exciting life is when being subject to mass surveillance. It could 
even be argued that films, through unpityingly representing Musings are celebrations of this 
new form of power. 

PAUL: So we’re like a laboratory? 

MAYOR: Not so much a laboratory, more like a theatre. 

PAUL: That sounds terrifying. Have Musings tried to remove the crowd? 

MAYOR: As long as we have media and internet networks, the crowd will always follow 
Musings. It is an unfortunate situation but also one that offers great opportunity. 

PAUL: And so what happens if Musings decides to protest surveillance? 

MAYOR: Then the media will report that Musings are protesting surveillance. 



PAUL: But they’ll be amplifying the very thing that they’re guilty of. 

MAYOR: It doesn’t matter. If it happens in Musings, it will be of interest. Think of Musings 
like a reflexive cast. When Musings changes the media adapts. 

PAUL: Doesn’t that mean we have no freedom? 

MAYOR: You have the freedom to become a hero. The world needs heroes, and that is why 
we need individuals with strong morals like yourself. Individuals that are excited about 
promoting the great battles of our day. Individuals who, without prompt will know to fight 
The Right Wing Populist. 

PAUL: What do you think of him? 

MAYOR: He is a narcissist who is excited by fame. He doesn’t care about reason. And this is 
why, if the time comes, I would like you to debate him. 

PAUL: Debate him? 

MAYOR: I’ve heard of your efforts. If you have a formal debate I’m confident you can 
expose him. 

PAUL: As what? 

MAYOR: As a fraud whose interests lie in entertainment and not politics. He is an 
intellectual weakling obsessed with fame. You are a very smart man. I’ll need to go now, but 
promise me, if you have the chance to debate - do so and Musings, London, Britain and the 
world will be better off for it. 



ACT TWO SCENE NINE 

JO: Ladies and Gentlemen we have an excellent debate here for you this evening. In the last 
week or so there has been an extraordinary reaction against progressive Climate politics. In 
Washington, Steve Bannon has been leading tens of thousands to the White House 
demanding the immediate withdrawal from the Paris Treaty. In Europe we have seen the 
National Front, the Five Star Movement and the Alternative Fur Deutschland all follow suit 
and demand similar reversals of progressive climate change laws. 

We like to think of Musings as the political epicentre, the source, the root, the laboratory for 
modern liberal politics. That is why - this evening ladies and gentleman - we have created a 
stage for, not just the honourable democrats of Musings, but for the entire world, as, 
everything that is being recorded, filmed and posted on the internet about tonight’s event will 
almost certainly be of interest through the networks of internet users in Beijing to Beirut. 

Yes, that’s right folks we have the debate between The Right Wing Populist and Paul, the 
bloke that challenged his politics last week. The Right Wing Populist will be arguing to 
reverse Musing’s progressive climate change measures, including the pioneering transition to 
electric vehicles. The bloke that challenged The Right Wing Populist will be defending the 
progressive climate change laws. Each of them will get one speech then we will have an 
opportunity for rebuttals and questions from the audience. I would like to invite The Right 
Wing Populist Candidate to give the first speech. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Ladies and Gentleman let me tell you a story. There was an 
actor, some of you may know his name. What was it fella’s? (The lads shout MICHAEL 
CAINE) That’s right there was an actor called Michael Caine. He was a good man. He was a 
Musing’s Man if ever I saw one. He liked fast petrol cars, sex and money. How many of the 
people here today enjoy these same things? Look at that everyone’s nodding their head. This 
is fantastic. I’ve already won. Well folks imagine this for a moment. You live in a town 
where so many of the men aspire to be Michael Caine in the Italian Job. And then what do 
you do? (pause) That’s right you remove the very component that makes the Italian Job the 
Italian Job – you take away the petrol car. So what happens then? What happens when the 
Musing’s man identity gets attacked? What happens when the thing that defined them has 
been phased out through political means? Well, I’ll tell you what happens folks, because it’s 
happened right here in front of us. The people of Musings come together to express the 
collective angst at the destruction of their community. The Musing’s Man doesn’t so much as 
get created, it gets remembered, and everything the Musing’s Man represents becomes the 
political agenda. So I ask all my supporters here today, when someone asks what is the 
meaning of this movement, tell them, it is whatever you are angry about, whatever you feel 
has been lost in the present moment. Donald Trump made a very serious point when he said 
‘Make America Great Again’, perhaps we should ‘Make Musings Great Again?’. Thank you 
very much. 

‘BURN PETROL. BAN CLIMATE. BURN PETROL. BAN CLIMATE’ 

JO: Thank you very much, now the bloke that confronted The Right Wing Populist. 

PAUL: How many of you own a petrol car? No one. How many of you own an electric car? 
Quite a lot of you. Why do you own an electric car? Because they’re cheaper. When some of 
you did own petrol cars how many of you owned the Mini Cooper as seen in the Italian Job? 
NO ONE?! Well we know Bill did so we have at least one in Musings. What do you think 



about Bill? No one cares about him? Why are you supporting this candidate whose only 
meaningful function seems to be antagonising good causes in the name of entertainment? 
These speeches, these performances about Michael Caine, they serve a function which are 
social and entertaining but politically, ethically, rationally they are completely absurd. It 
seems that everybody has managed to mobilise around the personality of a film star. I think 
that I speak to a lot of you when I say you would like to be Michael Caine, or perhaps just 
one of the characters in his films. Michael Caine would probably like to be one of the 
characters in his films, but he isn’t a character in his film. His life isn’t a movie set, his day 
isn’t spent adventuring in Milan or chasing after American Mistresses, even if that were what 
he was doing, it would neither look nor sound anything like it does in the movies. You’re 
chasing after a dream of self which has somehow been equated towards the politics of our 
excellent community. Michael Caine does not live in the Italian Job, but he does live here, 
with us on Planet Earth, so, in many ways we are all living Michael Caine’s life in that we 
will all face the hard ship of the climate crises. We will all experience the consequences of 
destroying our natural habitat. And yet, my opponent does not care for the science. It is 
impossible to debate with someone who has no concern for facts. It is a battle between the 
appeal for reason and the appeal for emotion. If I’m not able to appeal to reason then let me 
appeal to your emotion. Musings has the ability to inspire London, and Britain and America 
and China. In short, Musings has the ability to help save the planet. With enough imagination 
the prospect of contributing towards global revolution is far more realisable then becoming 
whatever your idea of Michael Caine may be. Let it be known, we are making history in the 
town of Musings through leading the world towards a sustainable future. We are not only 
securing the livelihoods of communities beyond Musings but also ensuring our children, and 
our children’s children can make a home on this planet. I understand the excitement of The 
Right Wing Populist, some of what he’s saying genuinely is entertaining, but don’t be fooled. 
His politics come from the need to get your attention and to placate his boredom. I urge all of 
you, stop following this clown. 

JO: Thank you very much sir. Now we have the opportunity for rebuttals. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: What about the meat! Ha! He hasn’t mentioned the meat. 
When I order a Full English, I want my meat from the farm, not from the lab! (waits for 
THE CROWD to respond but gets nothing) Why can’t we eat animals like we’ve always 
been doing? 

PAUL: Is this a genuine question? (Pause) Well because farming leads to deforestation and 
farming creates 42% of Methane levels. Methane is 84 times more powerful in trapping heat 
than carbon dioxide. The most effective way that we’re able to reduce deforestation and 
methane levels is through eating less meat. Have you ever tried lab meat? 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: (pantomime like) Have I ever tried lab meat! No no no no 
no you would not find me eating meat from a lab. You know who else you wouldn’t find 
eating meat from a lab? MICHAEL CAINE! (pauses but THE CROWD give no response) 

PAUL: Can I ask a question? What is your obsession with Michael Caine. 

The Far Right: What? 

Looking at the audience. 

PAUL: Why do you love Michael Caine so much? 



THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: (Smiling awkwardly and looking at THE CROWD) He’s a 
crowd pleaser… because he’s a real people person - the image of the Musings man. He 
represents a brand of politics that you don’t find in this day and age. 

PAUL: Does Michael Caine actually represent this brand of politics or have you interpreted 
this from his films? 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: The man we would like to be can be found in those films. 

PAUL: So it has nothing to do with Michael Caine. 

The Far Right: It has everything to do with Michael Caine. We would like to be Michael 
Caine! 

PAUL: I wonder would you like to have Michael Caine as one of your doubles in the films? 
(pause) Actually who is your double for the films? (pause and The Far-Right Populist looks 
increasingly nervous) Go on tell me. Do you have a double for the films? 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: I.. I.. I… I... have a double for the films. 

PAUL: Who? (pause) Oh my god, you don’t have a double for the films. This is why you’re 
doing all of this isn’t it. This is why you’re making theatre out of totalitarianism, because you 
think that it might get you a role in a Hollywood movie. That’s fucking sick. 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: No I’m not I’m doing it because I care about justice. 

PAUL: Bullshit. You’re literally just trying to be cast as the slightly dangerous high-status 
adversary. How sad is that. Ruining these people’s futures so you might get the opportunity 
to be represented in a film. Are your supporters aware of this? Well the supporters that you 
have left. 

JO: Thank you we’re going to go to our audience now for questions. Any body? Would any 
one like to ask a question. Here we go we have a question from the Mayor. 

MAYOR: Sir, you’re are not Michael Caine, you have no idea who Michael Caine is, it 
seems to me that all your political ideas stem from the Italian Job and the memory of these 
films excite your audience. May I ask something sir, if Michael Caine where here today, 
would you allow him to give a speech to all of your supporters? 

The Far Right: Would we like to see Michael Caine!? Of course we would. 

CROWD: ‘Michael Caine! Michael Caine! Michael Caine!’ 

MAYOR: Ladies and Gentleman, if you’ll allow me, I would like to introduce a friend of 
mine. Mr. Michael Caine - the stage belongs to you. 

MICHAEL CAINE walks on stage The Crowd go wild, even the people that weren’t 
supporting THE RIGHT WING POPULIST ‘MICHAEL CAINE MICHAEL CAINE 
MICHAEL CAINE!’ There’s Beatlemania screaming. 

MICHAEL CAINE: Thank you, thank you everyone please calm down. (Mimicking the ‘you 
were only supposed to blow the bloody doors off’) ‘You were only supposed to give a bloody 



introduction’ (THE RIGHT WING POPULIST roars with laughter, as do all of the 
supporters, they are all beaming at Michael). Look, fellas, ladies, I’m here today to support a 
very good friend of mine. Me and your Mayor have known one another since the 60’s. You 
won’t find one pub within the 2 mile radius of Fleet Street that we haven’t been drinking in. 
You could call him my double. We’re like twins. (Lads give round of applause above their 
heads) However, your Mayor is not just a friend of mine, he is also a political ally. Yep, 
that’s right. This planet of ours is burning. (lively) Remember that moment in Batman? when 
I said that we caught a thief in Burma by burning the forest down? (again THE CROWD go 
wild) Well this is exactly what not to do. You see - Carbon Dioxide is trapping heat within 
the atmosphere and heating our planet. This will make a difference to every walk of life 
regardless of who you are. Nature is being destroyed. The glaciers are melting. The sea level 
is rising. The rivers are flooding. Countries are becoming completely uninhabitable. 
Bangladesh, just next door to Burma, is going to be completely flooded. The refugee crises, 
following wars in Syria and Libya, has caused masses of problems throughout the Middle 
East and Europe. The UN has projected 200 million climate refugees by 2050. If money is 
what you care about, the world bank suggests there is a 51% chance that climate change will 
reduce global output by more than 20% by 2100. That my friends is a lot of bob. Sometimes, 
particularly people living in Britain, think that a couple of degrees would be a good thing for 
our lifestyle - make Birmingham into Benidorm. Unfortunately, that isn’t the way climate 
change works, it’s not a question of turning the central heating from 19 to 21 degrees. Britain 
will not become the South of France. Folks if we go above 2 degrees of global warming, we 
reach the ecological tipping point. This means extreme weather. Storms, Freezes, Heat 
Waves. The only thing that we are able to do as members of the human species is to stop 
burning fossil fuels. This means eating less meat, the introduction of renewable 
infrastructures, and yes folks, that’s right, stop driving petrol cars. I have an electric car and I 
love it. Seriously. How about we stop all this nonsense about reversing climate change laws, 
start planting trees and supporting the Mayor? I know I will. (THE CROWD starts singing 
MICHAEL CAINE MICHAEL CAINE MICHAEL CAINE). How about we make the Musing 
Man someone who supports the Mayor? (THE CROWD celebrate). Just before I go, I would 
like to invite my friend up on stage. (beckons THE RIGHT WING POPULIST when he’s up 
on stage MICHAEL CAINE puts his arm around him) I hear you’re a very big fan of mine? 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: The biggest! 

MICHAEL CAINE: Well how about we make the Musings man about saving the climate 
then? Do your friend Michael Caine a favour? 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Friend! 

MICHAEL CAINE: (Points two fingers in THE RIGHT WING POPULISTs heart) Friend! 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: Folks what do you say? Do we make the Musings man 
about saving the climate? 

There is an ocean of sound as The Crowd sing ‘Michael Caine Michael Caine Michael Caine’ 
– Michael Caine can be heard through the microphone. When they are asked the question, 
everyone agrees: YES! 

THE RIGHT WING POPULIST: There we go! The Musings man will work with the Mayor. 



MICHAEL CAINE gives a massive hand shake, the MAYOR goes up then gives him a hug, 
then leaves the stage. The MAYOR takes to the podium. 

MAYOR: I would like to offer a huge congratulations to every man and woman in Musings. 
This consensus to support our policy on renewable energy and become the first town in the 
world to remove all fossil fuel vehicles makes us the leaders in good global governance. This 
victory is of greatest importance to our children and our children’s children. I’m afraid, me 
and Michael will not be around much longer. It is right that the oldest generation give their 
wisdom towards the newest generation and act as guardians of our planet. Soon it will be up 
to all of you to develop and introduce the dream of Musings. Let us not forget how easily we 
have allowed bad ideas to multiply throughout the internet network. False prophets offered 
faulty medicine. There is still work to be done. Bannon and the Far-Right European parties 
are inspired by the events they have seen here. With any luck, we will be able to offer 
counter-inspiration through our resolution towards taking up the great fight against climate 
disaster. Musings is a very special town. We are at the centre of the internet. We have a 
responsibility to all of mankind. Michael Caine told me once ‘if you are good enough to lead 
Musings you are good enough to lead the world’. Let this be a lesson to everyone– through 
Musings we have the ability to save the world. 



The End
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